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Abstract 

This work aims to present a systematic way to generate fuzzy relations between fuzzy subsets of a referential 
set from other ones between their elements. The method is based on the analysis of the various correspondences 
between subsets that can be built up from a binary relation on the referential. This method and the different cor-
respondences considered are translated into fuzzy relations. There is also introduced an axiomatic definition for 
extension of fuzzy relations and determined the fuzzy constructions which give rise to extended relations. 

1. Introduction 

Basically, this paper is devoted to solve the problem of 
extending in a coherent way fuzzy relations defined on 
a referential X to fuzzy relations on the class F(X) of 
fuzzy subsets of X. This question is a fact of primary 
importance in several branches of fuzzy logic, and its 
solution is decisive in certain application areas such as 
control theory [15][16], classification systems and, es-
pecially, fuzzy relational databases [14], [6]. However, 
as far as we know, there is not a global or general con-
struction method for all cases but partial or tailored 
answers. 

Various approaches to this topic are possible. From 
a mathematical point of view it has similarities with 
some classical topics in Topology, such as extending 
metrics from point spaces to set spaces as in the case 
of Hausdoff distances, or in Functional Analysis, such 
as defining metric or topological structures in function 
spaces [11]. Also in the field of Fuzzy Topology it has 
been recently treated by Morsi [13]. 

From a set-theoretic point of view, close to fuzzy 
logic, some solutions have been given by Badard [1], 
Brink et al.[4], and the authors [8][9]. In those pa-
pers relations of the fuzzy power set :F(:F(X) x :F(X)) 
are carried out starting from fuzzy relations on X, but 
there is not any method to generate in a systematic way 
fuzzy forms of correspondence between fuzzy subsets. 
Hence it lacks a subsequent study of comparison and 
dependence between the resulting relations. 

In the light of these considerations, our purpose in 
this work is mostly analytic and oriented toward sys-
tematic formulation of the extending process. The 
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study begins with the different kinds of subset corre-
spondences based on a crisp and elemental relation. 
Next we try to fuzzify these subset correspondence 
forms in order to obtain values in [0,1] as degrees of 
relationship between fuzzy subsets from a given fuzzy 
relation. We distinguish two types of fuzzification, de-
pending on the correspondence form used. In the first 
type it is achieved via first order predicate calculus for-
mulas, in the second via set-theoretic expressions. 

In previous works we have analyzed the features and 
applications of some relations so obtained. Extensions 
by aggregation and level-based extensions, introduced 
in [8] [9], are arranged here in a wider common frame, 
together with the constructions corresponding to other 
forms of correspondence between fuzzy subsets. 

In order to be able to apply them in real cases, these 
new relations need to include the crisp constructions as 
particular cases and to preserve the structural proper-
ties of the original relations. These two conditions are 
taken as axioms, and allow to introduce the concept 
of extended relation. The extension corresponding to 
each kind of correspondence will be considered more re-
liable depending on the number of properties preserved. 
Here we study, within the range of cases which appear, 
when the persistence of properties of the original rela-
tion comes out. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the second 
section different types of correspondence between sub-
sets are built up from crisp binary relations. Next 
each of these types is characterized logically and set-
theoretically. In Section 3 the concept of extension of 
relations is stated in precise terms. In the fourth sec-
tion, extensions by aggregation for the different kinds of 
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correspondence are obtained as a way to fuzzify them. 
The following section deals with level-based extensions, 
which appear for each correspondence through the fam-
ily of level-cuts of the original fuzzy relations. In this 
context the complementary relations, and the construc-
tions and extensions to which they give rise, are also 
considered. Finally, a sequence of examples shows in 
practice the different sorts and values of extended rela-
tions. 

2. Types of subset correspondence 

In this section we pay attention to the study of the 
correspondences between ordinary subsets induced by 
a given crip relation. This survey will be used as start-
ing point of a global analysis of the formation of not 
elemental correspondences for fuzzy subsets. 

Let X, Y be ordinary sets, finite or not, and R a 
binary crisp, or ordinary, relation in X x Y. When 
one intends to generalize the elemental correspondence 
established through R to subsets A 5:; X and B 5:; Y, in 
order to define the expression ARB, several possibilities 
appear. 

There is minimal subset correspondence, denoted by 
ARv B, when xRy is fulfilled for some x E A and some 
y E B. This fact is expressed in the first order predicate 
calculus (FOPC) by the following formula 

3x3y[R(x, y) 1\ A(x) 1\ B(y)] (1) 

in which the membership is represented through pred-
icates. 

The correspondence will be called directed to right 
when 

'v'x::ly[R(x, y) A A(x) 1\ B(y)] (2) 

is fulfilled. In this case any element of A has a corre-
sponding one in B through R. We will denote this fact 
with AR> B. Analogously, the expression 

3x'v'y[R(x, y) 1\ A(x) 1\ B(y)] (3) 

states for the correspondence directed to left, which will 
be denoted as AR< B. The correspondence is called 
mutual, and denoted as AR .... B, when is at once left 
and right directed. 

The last case to be considered, denoted ARAB, is the 
maximal correspondence, given by 

'v'x'v'y[R(x, y) 1\ A(x) 1\ B(y)] (4) 

The various subset correspondences have been ex-
pressed by formulas in FOPC with different quantifiers, 
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but they can also be described with set operations. To 
do it some definitions are required previously. 

Given a crisp relation R, by the postset of x E X and 
the preset of y E Y, we shall mean the subsets 

xR ={yE Y I xRy} Ry = {x EX I xRy} 

In terms of presets and postsets the ordinary compo-
sition of two relations R. ~ X x Y and S ~ Y x Z can 
be written 

R oS= {(x, z) I xR n Sz f. 0} 

But this is not the only possible definition of compo-
sition. The following alternative definitions of left, right 
and central composition, -whose usefulness to describe 
correspondences is revealed in the following proposi-
tion, have been formulated by BANDLER-KOHOUT[3) 
and DE BAETS-KERRE (2) 

R<JS = {(x,z) 10 C xR ~ Sz} 
Rr>S = {(x,z) 10 C Sz ~ xR} 

RoS = {(x,z) 10 C xR = Sz} 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

All these definitions can also be applied to subsets 
A ~ X, B 5:; Y, considered as unary relations. We can 
so reflect the postset associated with a subset A of X 
and the preset associated with a subset B of Y as 

A oR {y E Y I An Ry f. 0} 
RoB = {xEXIxRnB::j:.0} 

Other kinds of postsets and presets can be obtained by 
changing the composition o by <J, r>, o used. By example 

A <J R = {y E y I 0 c A ~ Ry} 

Let us see now a set-theoretic characterization, in 
terms of inclusion, intersection and compositions, for 
correspondences established in (1)-( 4). 

Proposition 1 Given a relation R in X x Y, and non 
empty subsets A ~ X and B ~ Y, then 

i) ARV B, An (R 0 B) f. 0, (A 0 R) n B f. 0 and 
R n (A x B) f. 0 are equivalent each to other. 

ii) AR .... B iff A~ RoB and A oB~ R 
iii) ARAB iff one of the equivalent conditions A ~ 

R r> B, B ~ A <J R is fuljiiied. 

Proof : In (i) the conditions are inmediate conse-
quence from definition of minimal correspondence and 
viceversa. In (ii) the first correspondence AR> B means 
xR n B f. 0 for all x E A, i. e. x E RoB 'v'x E A. 
Thus A 5:; RoB. Analogously AR< B is equivalent to 
B 5:; A oR. For the case (iii), being R r> B = {x E 
X I xR .2 B} and ARAB equivalent to xR .2 B forall 
x E A, this statement results equivalent to A ~ R r> B. 
In a similar way can be shown the equivalence between 
ARAB and B ~ A <J R. • 
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3. Fuzzy relations and extensions 

Fuzzy Set Theory was introduced by L.A. Zadeh in the 
seminal paper 'Fuzzy Sets' [17] as a generalization of 
the ordinary set theory. It has been revealed useful 
and particularly suitable in mathematical modelization 
of engineering and information systems involving un-
certainty. 

A fuzzy subset A on a referential X is introduced as 
a generalized characteristic function A : X -> [0,1] de-
scribing the membership degree A( x) for every element 
x E X. The elemental subset operations are defined 

(A U B)(x) = max(A(x), B(x)) 
(An B)(x) = min(A(x), B(x)) 
Ac(x) = 1- A(x) 

Functional operators, different of max, min, 1 - (), 
are also possible, but in order to preserve essential 
properties of the algebraic structure of subsets some 
conditions are needed [7]. Briefly, the operation n 
can be interpreted by a t-norm, that is a function 
T: [0, 1 X [0, 1]-> [0, 1] with the properties 

i) T is non-decreasing in each argument. 
ii) T(x,y) = T(y,x) for every x,y EX. 
iii) T(x, T(y, z)) = T(T(x, y), z) for every x, y, z EX. 
iv) T(x, 1) = x for every x EX. 

The operation U is interpreted by a t-conorm S that 
fulfills 

i) S is non-decreasing in each argument. 
ii) S(x,y) = S(y,x) for every x,y EX. 
iii) S(x, S(y, z)) = S(S(x, y), z) for every x, y, z E X. 
iv) S(x, 0) = x for every x EX. 

Finally, the complement is interpreted by a negation 
function n : [0, 1] -> [0, 1] such that 

i) n(O) = 1, n(l) = 0. 
ii) n is non-increasing. 

Obviously, the Zadeh's operators verify all these con-
ditions, and the class F(X) of all fuzzy subsets in X 
has structure of De Morgan or soft algebra. In a simi-
lar way the fuzzy relations on X can be considered as 
fuzzy subsets of X x X, and the class of all them is 
represented by F(X x X). 

Let it be remarked, to end this brief comment about 
fuzzy subsets, that elements of an ordinary set X can be 
identified with fuzzy atoms in the referential X, that is 
with the elements of the class of subsets A(X) = {la I 
a EX} where la(x) = 1 if x =a and 0 otherwise. 

Now we are going to take on fuzzy subsets and rela-
tions the methods presented for crisp relations in Sec-
tion 1. As seen there, each type of correspondence gives 
rise to subset crisp relations Rv, R..., or R" associated 
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to elementary crisp relations R. These associations de-
scribe applications of P(X x Y) into P(P(X) x P(Y)). 

In the case of fuzzy correspondence the fundamental 
issue is to get applications e : F(X x Y)-> F(F(X) x 
F(Y)) from fuzzy relations into fuzzy subset relations, 
based on the correspondence schemes studied in pre-
vious section. In the following sections we will show 
methods for fuzzifying the subset correspondences, but 
previously it has to be cleared the conditions under 
which the constructions obtained will be considered ex-
tended relations. In other words, to determine whether 
an application e can be called extension of relation. 

Preservation of values of the initial relation on A( X), 
and of inclusion order in F(X x X) can be considered 
natural requirements for extended relations. An extra 
interesting condition would be that some properties of 
the relation (especially reflexive, symmetric and tran-
sitive) are also preserved. 

Definition 1 Given a set X and a class P of fuzzy 
subsets in X such that A( X) ~ P, an application 
e : F(X x X) -> F(P x P) is extension of relations 
in P if it fuljills: 

(El) e(R)(la, lb) = R(a,b) for all a,b E X and 
REF(X x X) 

(E2) e(R) ~ e(R') when R ~ R' for all R, R' E 
F(X X X) 
This extension will be complete when also 

(E3) If R is a similarity in X then e(R) is a simi-
larity in P 

Condition (E2) says that every extension is isotone. 
In fact, this statement can be improved taking into ac-
count condition (El). 

Proposition 2 Let e be an extension of relations and 
R, R' fuzzy binary relations whatever on X then 

i) R ~ R' if and only if e(R) ~ e(R'). 
ii) R = R' if and only if e(R) = e(R'). 

Proof : According (E2), in (i) it remams to prove 
the sufficiency. If e(R) ~ e(R') then e(R)(A, B) ~ 
e(R)(A,B) for all A,B E F(X). For every a,b EX, 
setting A= la and B = lb, we conclude 

R(a,b) = e(R)(la, lb) ~ e(R')(la, h)= R'(a,b) 

1. e. R ~ R'. From (i) in both directions follows (ii). 

• 
Moreover for every extension the converse of com-

pleteness property (E3) can be shown. 
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Proposition 3 For e extension of relations in P, if 
e(R) is a similarity in P ~ :F(X) then R is a similarity 
in X. 

Proof : Suppose that e(R) = Re is a similarity. By 
reflexivity R(A,A) = 1 for all A E P. Particularly, for 
every la E A(X) according to (El) 1 = R'(la, la) = 
R( a, a), i.e. R is reflexive. Symmetry follows analo-
gously from the symmetric condition of R'. Finally, if 
Re is min-transitive in P, then for every a, b, c E X 

Re( la, lb) > sup min(Re(la, M), Re( M, lb)) 
MEP 

> min(Re(la, le), Re (le, lb)) 

Therefore R Is transitive 
R(a,b) ~ min(R(a,c),R(c,b)). 

because 

• 
As it has been said (.:F(X x X),~) is a De Morgan 

algebra. A consequence of Prop. 2 is that this alge-
braic structure, based in the preorder ~. is preserved 
in :F(P xP) through each extension of relations. Taking 
into account that :F(X x X) is a bounded, complete, 
completely distributive and pseudocomplemented lat-
tice with the operations U, n, c, it suffices to define the 
operations in e(:F(X x X)) as 

e(R) U e(R') = e(R u R') 

e(R) n e(R') e(R n R') 

K:e(R) = e(l- R) 

to make e homomorphism and to maintain the proper-
ties. 

4. Correspondences obtained by ag-
gregation 

A first way of fuzzifying the different sorts of corre-
spondence shown in Section 2 consist in considering the 
formulas (1)-(4) in a fuzzy first order predicate calcu-
lus (FFOPC). A truth assignment for every formula is 
given (cf. Gottwald [10]) by the following rules: If [[H]] 
represents the truth assignment in [0, 1] for a formula 
H in FFOPC 

[[HI 1\ H2JJ = T(((HIJl, ([H2]]) (8) 
[[Ht V H2]] = S([[Ht]], [[H2]]) (9) 
[[-.H]] = n([[H]]) (10) 

where T, S, n represent a t-norm, a t-conorm and a 
function negation respectively, according as defined in 
Section 2. For the existential and universal quantifiers 
we get a first interpretation by applying the rules 

[[VxH(x)]] = inf [[H(xja)]] 
a EX 

[[3xH(x)]] = sup[[H(xja)]] 
a EX 

( 11) 

(12) 
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where H(xfa) indicates that the free variable xis sub-
stituted by a value a E X. 

These formulas can also be interpreted through op-
erators resulting from iterated t-norms and t-conorms 
(cf. [12]), which represent generalizations of the supre-
mum and infimum. The employment of these operators 
give two other similar rules 

[['v'xH(x)]] = T [[H(xfa)]] (13) 
a EX 

[[3xH(x)]] = S [[H(xfa)]] (14) 
a EX 

The recursive application of this set of rules assigns 
a value in [0, 1] to any formula in FFOPC, particularly 
to those shown in (1)-(4). Hence each sort of subset 
correspondence gives rise to a fuzzy subset correspon-
dence through an interpretation of its logical formula. 
Given a binary fuzzy relation R and two fuzzy subsets 
A, B in X, the predicates R(x, y), A(x ), B(y) represent 
now the membership degree in the respective subsets. 
In this way the degree of subset correspondence comes 
from the truth assignment of the respective formula. 

In the case of minimal correspondence, the degree is 

~(A, B) [[ 3x3y[R(x, y) 1\ A(x) 1\ B(y)]]] 

sup sup T(R(x, y), T(A(x), B(y))) 
:z:EXyEX 

when the rules (8) and (12) are used. Another degree 
will be obtained by applying a conorm S, according to 
the rule (14), 

R~(A, B)= S S T(R(x, y), T(A(x), B(y))) {15) 
:z:EXyEX 

This value can be interpreted in fuzzy subsets as a 
kind of aggregation, using an iterated t-conorm over 
the membership degrees in the relation R n (A x B), 
when n and x are interpreted by the same t-norm. In 
the canonical interpretation of these norm and conorm 
with max and min, the aggregation is obtained with 
sup, which is the iterated t-conorm for max, and the 
final value results 

R~(A,B)= sup min(R(x,y),A(x),B(y)) {16) 
:z:,yEX 

In the general case the fuzzy minimal correspondence 
depends on the choice of operators [S, T]. This kind 
of constructions has been studied in [8] as relations 
extended by aggregation according to the triplet t = 
[S, T, T']. The extended relations were there defined by 

R;(A, B)= S T(R(x, y), T'(A(x), B(y))) 
x,yEX 

Applying this method to formulas (2)-( 4) three other 
sorts of fuzzy correspondence are deduced, by interpret-
ing the connective 1\ and the quantifiers according to 
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the rules (8)-(10) and (14) 

R;(A, B) T' S T(R(x,y), T(A(x),B(y))) xEXyEX 
R~(A, B) S T' T(R(x,y), T(A(x), B(y))) xEXyEX 
R~ (A, B) T' T(R(x, y), T(A(x ), B(y))) x,yEX 

They are the fuzzy versions of right directed, left di-
rected and maximal subset correspondences. 

Now we shall study whether or not the constructions 
obtained by aggregation are extensions of relations. All 
shown expressions can be characterized by the norms 
or conorms employed. For each triplet t = [P, Q, T], 
where T is a norm and P, Q norm or conorm, there is an 
application at(R) = R; from .:F(X x X) into .:F(.:F(X) x 
.:F(X)) such that for two fuzzy subsets A, Bin X 

R;(A, B)= PxEXQyExT(R(x, y), T(A(x), B(y)) (17) 

Theorem 1 In a referential X with at least two ele-
ments, for a triplet t = [ P, Q, T], the application at 
satisfies the property {El) if and only if P and Q are 
conorms. 

Proof: Sufficiency is clear from (17) and monotonicity 
of conorms. 

Let a -:f. b be and R a relation such that R(a, b) -:f. 
0. If Q is a norm, extending R as in (17) we have 
at(R)(la, lb) 

PxEXQyEXT(R(x, y), T(la(x), lb(y)) 
< PxEX inf T(R(x, y), T(1a(x), lb(y)) 

yE X 

< P.,ExT(R(x, a), T(1a(x), 1b(a)) = 0 

being P norm or conorm. 
at(R)(la, lb) = 0 -:f. R(a,b). 

Hence it results 

If P is a norm and Q norm or conorm, we deduce 

PxEX QyExT(R(x, y), T(la(x), lb(Y)) 
< PxExT(R(x, b), T(1a(x), lb(b)) 

PxExT(R(x, b), 1a(x)) 
< inf T(R(x, b), la(x)) xEX 
< T(R(b,b), la(b)) = 0 

In both cases (El) is not fulfilled, what proves necessity . 

• 
As a direct consequence of this theorem, only the 

fuzzy minimal correspondence could generate an ex-
tension of relations by aggregation. The relations R~ 
defined in {15) and (16) are developed for this case. 

Corollary 1 Let R be a fuzzy binary relation and t 
an aggregation triplet, then the application at such that 
at(R) = R~ is an extension of relations in .:F(X). 
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Proof: (El) is verified from the theorem. Concerning 
(E2), if R ~ R' is verified, one has at(R) ~ at(R') by 
monotonicity of norm T and conorm S. • 

5. Correspondences obtained by 
segmentation 

Proposition 1 shows equivalent set-theoristic conditions 
for formulas in FFOPC representing each type of subset 
correspondence induced by a relation in X x Y, 

Another way of fuzzifying the initial formulas is to 
consider within the conditions of Proposition 1, fuzzy 
subsets and operations instead of crisp ones. When 
R, A, B satisfy some of these conditions the statement 
means that there is an interrelation according to min-
imal, mutual or maximal correspondence. These in-
terrelations will be crisp relations R!;, ~, Rt between 
fuzzy subsets defined as follows 

ARJB 
Alf!;,B 
ARtB 

-
-
-

(An(RoB)(x) -:f. 0 
A~RoB, B(_;;_AoR 
A~Rr>B, B~A<lR 

It is possible to diversify the constructions for inter-
relations by means of the choice of norms and conorms 
associated to operations n, o, 1>. Here we will use the 
canonical interpretation with min for the intersection 
and sup- min for ordinary composition. According to 
Baets-Kerre [2], the fuzzy version for the right compo-
sition 1> introduced in ( 6) is 

(R 1> S)(x, z) = min(infy(S(y, z) ~ R(x, y)), 
supy R(x,y),supy S(y,z)) {18) 

where -+ represents the godelian implication oper-
ator, that is a ~ b = 1 if a ~ b and b otherwise. 
Analogously is introduced fuzzy left composition <J. 

Since we will later apply this definition to level-cuts 
of a fuzzy relation R, that is 

Ra = { (X, Y) I R( X, Y) ~ 0:} 

and these relations are crisp, let us see now characteri-
zations of the different interrelations R+ between fuzzy 
subsets generated by a crisp relation R. 

Proposition 4 Let R be a non empty crisp relation in 
X and A, B fuzzy subsets whatever then 

i) AR~ B iff sup.,,y{min(A(x), B(y)) I xRy} -:f. 0 
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ii) AR;;,B ifj 

{ 
Vx if A(x) # 0 
Vy if B(y) # 0 

then 
then 

A(x) ~ SUPyExR B(y) 
B(y) ~ supxERy A(x)} 

iii) AR~ B ifj 

{ 
Vx, y if A(x) # 0 and B(y) -:j:. 0 then xRy, 
hgt(A) = hgt(B) 

where hgt(M) = supxEX M(x) represents the height of 
a fuzzy subset M. 

Proof : (i) The condition of interrelation A n (R o 

B) f: 0 is equivalent to hgt(A n (R o B)) # 0 or 
supx,yExmin(R(x,y),A(x),B(y)) # 0. The last ex-
pression for R crisp becomes sup.,, 11 {min(A(x), B(y)) I 
xRy} # 0. 

(ii) In the mutual correspondence the interrelation 
A~B is equivalent to 

{ 
Vx A(x)~(RoB)(x)=sup11Exmin(R(x,y),B(y)) 
Vy B(y) ~ (A o R)(y) = supxEX min(A(x), R(x, y)) 

The first condition is equivalent to the property 

Vx if A(x) # 0 then A(x) ~ sup B(y) 
yExR 

because for x E X such that A(x) = 0 the inequal-
ity in the condition is immediate, and when A(x) -:j:. 
0, supposed this property, A(x) ~ sup11 ExR B(y) = 
sup11 min(R(x, y), B(y)). Conversely, assume that 
for all x A(x) ~ sup11 min(R(x, y), B(y)); if we 
take xo such that A(xo) # 0 when xoR = 0, 
sup11 min(R(xo, y), B(y)) = 0 and hence A(x0 ) = 0 
against hypothesis. Thus xoR # 0 and first condition 
of interrelation becomes A(x0 ) ~ supyExoR B(y). The 
property goes for B in a similar way. 

(iii) First, let us prove sufficiency. The interrelation 
ARt B entails 

{ 
Vx A(x) ~ (Rt>B)(x) 
Vy B(y) ~ (A <1 R)(y) 

that is, according to the interpretation in (18) 

{ 

Vx A(x) ~ min(infy(B(y)-+ R(x, y)), 
supy B(y),sup

11 
R(x,y)) 

Vy B(y) ~ min(inf.,(A(x)-+ R(x, y)), 
sup., A(x), sup., R(x, y)) 

From the first condition results 

Vx A(x) < inf(B(y)-+ R(x, y.)) 
y 

Vx A(x) < sup B(y) = hgt(B) 
!I 

Vx A(x) < sup R(x, y)) 
!I 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

From (21) we conclude hgt(A) ~ hgt(B), what together 
with hgt(B) ::; hgt(A) coming out from the second con-
dition gives equality. 
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Let xo,Yo be such that A(x0 ) # 0, B(yo) # 0. As 
infy(B(y) -+ R(x0 , y)) is 0 or 1, according to (21) 
infy(B(y) -+ R(x0 , y)) = 1. For every y, we have 
B(y) -+ R(x0 , y) = 1 what, being B(yo) # 0, R crisp 
and -+ godelian implication, gives R(xo, Yo) = 1, i.e. 
x 0 Ry0 . Thus the sufficiency is proved. 

Conversely, from equality hgt(A) = hgt(B) it results 

Vx A(x) ~ hgt(B) (22) 

Let x0 an arbitrary element of X. If A(xo) # 0, then 
there will be some Yo such that B(yo) # 0. From 
the second hypothesis we deduce R(xo,Yo) = 1, and 
A(xo) ~ sup11 R(x0 , y). When A(xo) = 0 the last in-
equality is obviously true. Therefore in all cases 

Vx A(x) ~sup R(x, y) 
y 

(23) 

Finally, if A(x0 ) f: 0 then B(y) -+ R(xo,Y) = 1 for 
every y since when B(y) # 0 we have R(xo, y) = 1 by 
hypothesis and when B(y) = 0 the equality is evident. 
Thus infy(B(y)-+ R(x0 , y)) = 1 ~ A(xo). As it is also 
true when A(xo) = 0 

Vx A(x) ~ inf(B(y)-+ R(x, y)) (24) 
!I 

From the inequalities (22), (23) and (24) we obtain 

Vx A(x)::; min(inf11 (B(y)-+ R(x, y)), 
supy B(y),supy R(x,y)) 

The second condition can be obtained analogously. • 

Using this concept of interrelation it is possible to 
establish degrees of correspondence between fuzzy sub-
sets. Remember that every fuzzy relation R in X can 
be represented by the family of level-cuts {Ra} where 
a E [0, 1]. For each type of correspondence there exists 
a linear order induced in the corresponding family of 
interrelations ( Ra) +. 

Proposition 5 Let R be a fuzzy binary relation. For 
a-1. a-2 E (0, 1] such that a-1 ~ a-2 

i} (Ra2)t ~ (Ra!)t 
ii} (Ra2)~ ~ (Rai)~ 
iii} (Ra2)t ~ (Ra!)t 

Proof : First, let us observe that Ra2 '"'' are crisp re-
lations and Ra

2 
~ R 01 when a-1 ~ a-2 . We must prove 

that for A, B arbitrary fuzzy subsets of X, if A(Ra2)+ B 
then A(Ra!)+ B for each type of correspondence. 

(i) According to Proposition 4 (i) if A(Ra2 )tB then 
sup.,,y{min(A(x), B(y)) I xRa2 Y} # 0. As 

sup min(A(x), B(y))::; sup min(A(x), B(y)) 
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also we have SUPr,y{min(A(x), B(y)) I xRa2 Y} -:/: 0, i.e. 
A(RaJ~B. 

(ii) Let us assume A(Ra2 )~B and let xo be an el-
ement such that A(x0 ) -:/: 0. Then, by Proposition 4 
(ii) 

A(xo) $ sup{B(y) I xoRa,Y} $ sup{B(y) I xoRa,Y} 
!I !I 

When A( x) = 0 the inequality obviously holds. There-
fore A(x) $ sup11 {B(y) I xRa,Y} for all x E X. The 
second condition can be shown in a similar way. 

(iii) If A(Ra,)AB then hgt(A) = hgt(B). Moreover, 
when xo, Yo are two elements such that A(xo) -:/: 0 and 
B(yo) -:/: 0 then xoRa,Yo follows from Prop. 4 (iii), and 
xoRa,Yo from inclusion Ra, ~ Ra,· Thus A(Ra,);t"B. 

• 
In all types of correspondence, given two fuzzy sub-

sets A, Band the family of interrelations {(Ra)+ }aE[O,l) 
corresponding to R, we can consider the sets 

C = {a E (0, 1) I A(Ra)+ B} (25) 

which results to be extremal sub interval of [0, 1), in view 
of the order established in previous proposition,. 

Proposition 6 For any type of correspondence, if C "# 
0 then there exists some v E [0, 1) such that [0, v] = 
CU{v}. 

Proof: Let v =sup C. Suppose that a E [0, v). If a (j 
C then for every {J E C we have {J $a, otherwise using 
previous proposition one would have a E C. Hence a 
is an upper bound of C, contradicting a < v = sup C. 
Therefore a E C. As [0, v) ~ C we conclude [0, v] ~ 
CU {v}. On the other hand [O,v] 2 Cu {v}, because 
v =sup C. 

In a dual form, it can be shown that (v, 1] is contained 
in the complement of C. • 

For each type of correspondence, the value sup C can 
be seen as the measure of the optimum level of interrela-
tion, and can be used as degree of relationship between 
A and B through R. In the case of minimal interrela-
tion we define 

R~(A,B) = sup{a E [0, 1] I A(Ra)~B} 
and, in a similar way, for the maximal and mutual in-
terrelation 

R~(A,B) 

R~(A,B) 

sup{ a I A~ Ra oB, B ~A oRa} 

sup{ a I A ~ Ra r> B, B ~ A <J Ra} 

These degrees are built under the hypothesis C -:/: 0, 
consequently with 0 E C. This entails restrictions on 
the fuzzy subsets A, B to be considered. 
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Proposition 7 Let A, B be two fuzzy subsets, R a bi-
nary fuzzy relation and Cv,Co-o,C11 the sets obtained 
from (25} with minimal, mutual and maximal corre-
spondence, then 

i) Cv -:/: 0 iff A -:/: 0 and B -:/: 0 
ii) CM -:/: 0 iff hgt(A) = hgt(B) 
iii) C11 -:/: 0 iff hgt(A) = hgt(B) 

Proof : In any case, C "# 0 if and only if 0 E C, i.e. 
whenever A(Ro)+ B. 

(i) The above condition is equivalent 
to sup.,, 11 min{A{x), B(y)) "# 0. Then there are some 
xo, Yo such that A(xo) "# 0 and B(yo) "# 0, i.e A "# 0 
and B-:/: 0. 

{ii) A(Ro)~B is equivalent to 

{ 
Vx A(x) $ sup11 B(y) = hgt(B) 
Vy B(y) $ supr A(x) = hgt(A) 

(iii) As Ro is crisp, from A(Ro)t B we deduce 
hgt(A) = hgt(B) by Proposition 4 (iii). The con-
verse follows from the same proposition: suppose that 
hgt(A) = hgt(B), then the second condition of propo-
sition is immediate, because xRoy for every x, y; there-
fore A(Ro);t B. • 

Each of the three kinds of optimum level of inter-
relation induces an application e from :F(X x X) into 
:F(P x P) such that e(R) = R0 where Pis, in each case, 
the corresponding class of fuzzy subsets characterized 
by c-:/: 0. 

Let it be observed that, in particular, the class .N(X) 
of normal fuzzy subsets, i. e. fuzzy subsets such that 
hgt(A) -:/: 0, satisfies all those conditions. 

Theorem 2 Let R be a fuzzy relation. The applica-
tions ev,e~><~, e11 from :F(X x X) into :F(.N(X) x.N(X)) 
defined as above, are extensions of relations in .N(X). 

Proof : Obviously .N(X) includes the class A(X) of 
fuzzy atoms. Let us see now that axioms (El)-(E2) of 
Definition 1 are verified for the three types of corre-
spondence. 

Case ev : By definition ev(R)(A, B) = ~(A, B) = 
sup{ a E [0, 1) I A(Ra)~ B}. For a, b arbitrary elements, 
if R(a,b) =m then la n(Rm o lb) "# 0 and for a> m it 
results Ra(a, b) = 0 and la n (Rm o lb) = 0. Therefore 
R~(1a, h)= m. 

Let A, B be fuzzy subsets, if R ~ R' then Ra ~ R~ 
for any a, and due to monotonicity in composition 
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By taking supremum we have JlZ.(A, B) :S R~(A, B). 
Therefore (E2) is verified. 

Case e..., : Let a, b be arbitrary elements in X and 
let m= R(a, b). If ~(la, lb) =m is proved then (El) 
holds. First, let us see that la(Rm)jh. When x =a 

la(x) = 1 = R.n(a,b) = supmin(Rm(x,y), lb(Y)) 
y 

and when x # a one has la(x) 0 
supy min(Rm(x, y), lb(Y)). Thus 

la(x) :S supmin(Rm(x,y), h(y)) 
y 

< 

IS fulfilled for every x. Analogously, lb(Y) < 
sup., min(Rm(x, y), la(x)) holds for all y , and la, lb 
are interrelated by (Rm)j. Furthermore, for ex > m = 
R(a, b) 

sup min(R.(a, y), lb(Y)) = Ra(a, b)= 0 < 1 = la(a) 
y 

that is la, lb can not be interrelated by (Ra)~. Hence 
~(la, lb) = m = R(a, b) and consequently (El) is 
verified. 

To show (E2) suppose R ~ R'. Let A, B E N(X) 
and let m = ~(A, B). By definition, if ex < m then 
A(Ra)~B, that is 

A ~ Ra o B and B ~ A o Ra 

As Ra .~ R~ and the composition sup- min is mono-
tonic 

A ~ R~ o. B and B ~ A o R~ 

Thus A(R~)~B for ex < m. Therefore one has that 
sup{ex I A(R~)~B} ~ m, and we conclude that 
~(A, B) :::; R:!(A, B). 

Case e" : Proving as for e ..... , the inequality 

la(x):::; min(infy lb(Y)-+ Rm(x,y), 
hgt(lb),sup., Rm(x,y)) 

is immediate when x # a. For x = a it is also verified 
smce 

Furthermore, if ex> m 

inf h(y)-+ Ra(a, y) = lb(b)-+ Ra(a, b)= 0 
y 

In (E2), it suffices to prove monotonicity for the com-
position t>. As infy(B(y) -+ Ra(x, y)) :::; infy(B(y) ~ 
R~(x,y)) when Ra ~ R~, then Rat> B ~ R~ t> B. In 
a similar way the monotonicity for <J can be proved. 
Applying these properties from Ra ~ R~ one obtains 
R~(A,B) :S R~(A,B) for every A,B. • 
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When complements of relations are taken into ac-
count, dual constructions for each type of correspon-
dence can be obtained. In this way, extensions as the 
one studied by Brink et al. in [4], appear placed in a 
general frame. 

With the use of complements defined through the 
negation function n(x) = 1 - x (see Sec. 3), two fam-
ilies {(Rcr)c} and {(Rc)cr} arise from non-strict cut-
ting made before or after complementation respectively. 
Also from strict level cuts 

Ra = {(x, y) I R(x, y) >ex} 

two other families appear. 

Proposition 8 Given a fuzzy binary relation R, for 
a/laE[O,l] 

i} (Ra)c ~ (Rc)l-a ii} (Ra)c = (Wh-cr 

Proof: (i) Fixed a, for x,y EX such that R(x,y) #a 
we have the equivalences 

Ra(x, y) = 1 {::} R(x, y) > a{::} Rc(x, y) < 1- ex 
{::} (Rch-a(x, y) = 0 

Thus (RaY(x, y) = (Rch-a(x, y). When x, y are such 
that R(x, y) =a, as Re(x, y) = 1- a 

(Ra)c(x, y) = 0 < 1 = (Rch-a(x, y) 

Therefore (RaY~ (Rch-a in all cases. 

(ii) For strict level cuts the equality is maintained 
in the second case, since when R(x, y) = a it results 
Ra(x, y) = 0 and (RaY(x, y) = 1. • 

This result in account, with the family {(Rcr)c} 
{ Q"}, one can form three new constructions 

~(A, B) 

R!,(A,B) 

R~(A,B) 

inf{ex I A(Qcr)jB} 

inf{ex I A(Qa).!.B} 

inf{a I A(Qa)tB} 

that are called dual optimum levels of interrelation. 

As the following proposition is verified in every type 
of correspondence, from now on we omit subscripts V, IXl 

and /\. 

Proposition 9 Let R be a fuzzy binary relation, for 
every type of interrelation (minimal, mutual or maxi-
mal) R• = 1 - (Rc)o is fulfilled. 

Proof: According to Proposition 8 (ii) Qcr = (Rch-a 
for every a E [0, 1], hence (Qa)+ = ((Wh-cr)+ in every 
type of correspondence. For fuzzy subsets A, B 

R•(A, B) inf{a I A(Qcr)+ B} 
inf{a I A((Rch-cr)+ B} 
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Taking j3 = 1 - a, it results 

Therefore 

1- (Rct(A, B) 

(1- (Rct)(A, B) 

• 

6. A case example 

In this section we will present an implementation of 
the methods studied, with which we intend, on the 
one hand, to show by means of a concrete exam-
ple the effective computation in finite referentials for 
~, R~, ~, R~ and, on the other hand, to illustrate 
the usefulness of the concepts in real applications. 

Suppose the manufacturing process of products in 
which each product consists of several components with 
different proportions. For certain components it is 
possible some degree of interchangeability, represented 
by a fuzzy relation R on the set of components, say 
X = {p, q, r, s}. Then the relation R is expressed nu-
merically by a 4 x 4-matrix. 

Products are represented by fuzzy subsets in X, 
defining the relative proportion in which each compo-
nent enters in the product. Relations extended from R 
would indicate a degree of interchangeability between 
the products. 

For instance, let R be given by the matrix 

MR = 0.6 1 0.7 0.4 
( 

1 0.6 0.2 0.4 ) 

0.2 0.7 1 0.5 
0.4 0.3 0.5 1 

If two products A, B are represented by the 
fuzzy subsets A = (0.2fp,0.6fq,Ofr, 1/s) and B = 
(1/p,0.5fq,Ofr,0.3fs) then the value R~(A,B) in the 
canonical case, according to definition 

R~(A, B)= maxmin(A(x), max min(R(x, y), B(y)) 
:r:EX yEX 

can be obtained by the max-min matricial product 
AtMRB· Thus 

R~(A, B)= 

(02, 0 6, 0, 1) ( ~~~ 
0.6 0.2 
1 0.7 

0.7 1 
0.4 0.3 0.5 

0.4 ) ( 1 ) 0.4 0.5 = 0.6 
0.5 0 
1 0.3 
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In order to calculate R~(A, B) it suffices to verify the 
interrelations A( Ra )t B. For the level cut R1 we have 
pR1p. As min(A(p), B(p)) = min(0.2, 1) = 0.2 "1- 0, it 
results that maxx,y{min(A(x), B(y) I xR1y} "1- 0 and, 
according to Prop. 4(i), A( RI)~ B. Then 

R~(A,B) =sup{ a I A(Ra)~B} = 1 

For R~(A, B), we follow the same method verifying 
the interrelations A(Ra)tB. It is easy to observe that 
A(Ro 4)tB is true, but A(Ro.s)tB is false. In fact, 
A~ RoA oB and B ~ A o R0.4 , but A Cf:. Ra oB for 
a: > 0.4. To prove, by example, A ~ Ro.4 o B one 
verifies that A(x) ~ maxyEX min(Ro.4(x,y),B(y)) for 
all x E X. As Ro.4 and B can be combined by max-min 

matricial product, it remains 

AC 
( 

~ ) ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ( 0~5 ) 
0.5 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 0 1 1 0.3 

The other cases are also easily demonstrable. Conse-
quently 

~(A, B)= sup{a: I A(Ra)~B} = 0.4 

In the case of R~, the properties derived from Prop. 
4(iii) for A(Ra)A B are studied. In all cases hgt(A) = 
hgt(B) = 1. Taking R 0.3 , for every x, yE X such that 
(A x B)(x, y) =f 0 one has xRo. 3 y. It suffices to compare 
the matrix obtained for A x B and the correspondent 
to Ro.3 

( 

0.2 
0.6 
0 
1 

0.2 0 0.2 ) 
0.5 0 0.3 
0 0 0 

0.5 0 0.3 

Then for the places with non null value in A x B, the 
value in Ro.3 is 1. However, for a> 0.3 it results that 
A(q) = 0.6 and B(r) = 0.3, but Ra(q, r) = 0. Thus 

R~(A,B) = sup{a: I A(R,.)~B} = 0.3 

In an analogous way we can obtain the dual extended 
relations. Particularly, for the case of mutual corre-
spondence the matrix for Q0 .6 is 

( 

1 0 0 0 ) 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 

Then A(Qo.6)tB is true, but not A(Q,.)tB for a< 0.6. 
Therefore ~(A, B) = 0.6. This result confirms that, 
in general, the relations R• and R 0 are not equal. How-
ever, for Re the calculations give (Rc)~(A, B) = 0.4, 
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what confirms the result of Prop. 9, that is ~(A, B)= 
1 - (Rc)~(A, B) . 

Each one of this values allows to give a degree of 
interchangebility for the products represented by A and 
B. In the method of extension by segmentation, the 
different degrees show the restrictions imposed to the 
correspondence and, consequently, they appear ordered 

R~(A, B)?: R~(A, B)?: R~(A, B) 

7. Conclusions 

The framework presented here includes a wide variety 
of cases in extensions of relations, some of which have 
already been the subject of particular studies. Chang 
[5) has used this concept in the context of fuzzy algo-
rithms. The authors in [9) have developed extensively 
the relations extended by sup-T aggregation and mu-
tual optimum level of interrelation, including in both 
cases algorithms to calculate the degree of relationship 
and analysis of completeness of the extensions. 

The global approach of this work can be continued 
with the study of the possible constructions obtained 
when the inclusion relation on subsets is stated in terms 
of fuzzy implication operators (see [3) [13]) and testing 
when the resulting relations verify or not the definition 
of extension. Also the study of the relationships of these 
constructions by aggregation with the Zadeh's principle 
of extension remains to be done. There exist moreover 
forms of partial aggregation and mixed segmentation 
which seem to be of interest for the applications. 
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